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Abstract— This paper makes new contributions in motion
detection, object segmentation and trajectory estimation to
create a successful object tracking system. A new efficient
motion detection algorithm referred to as the flux tensor
is used to detect moving objects in infrared video without
requiring background modeling or contour extraction. The
flux tensor-based motion detector when applied to infrared
video is more accurate than thresholding ”hot-spots”, and
is insensitive to shadows as well as illumination changes in
the visible channel. In real world monitoring tasks fusing
scene information from multiple sensors and sources is
a useful core mechanism to deal with complex scenes,
lighting conditions and environmental variables. The object
segmentation algorithm uses level set-based geodesic active
contour evolution that incorporates the fusion of visible
color and infrared edge informations in a novel manner.
Touching or overlapping objects are further refined during the segmentation process using an appropriate shapebased model. Multiple object tracking using correspondence
graphs is extended to handle groups of objects and occlusion
events by Kalman filter-based cluster trajectory analysis
and watershed segmentation. The proposed object tracking
algorithm was successfully tested on several difficult outdoor
multispectral videos from stationary sensors and is not
confounded by shadows or illumination variations.
Index Terms— Flux tensor, sensor fusion, object tracking,
active contours, level set, infrared images.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In real world monitoring tasks, persistent moving object
detection and tracking remains a challenging problem
due to complex scenes, lighting conditions, environmental variables (particularly in outdoor settings with
weather), clutter, noise, and occlusions. Fusing scene
information from multiple sensors and sources is a useful
core mechanism to deal with these problems. Recent
developments in micro-optics and micro-electomechanical
systems (MEMS), VCSELS, tunable RCLEDS (resonant
cavity LEDS), and tunable micro-bolometers indicate that
hyperspectral imaging will rapidly become as ubiquitous
as visible and thermal videos are today [1], [2].
This paper is based on “Geodesic Active Contour Based Fusion
of Visible and Infrared Video for Persistent Object Tracking,” by F.
Bunyak, K. Palaniappan, S. Nath and G. Seetharaman, which appeared in
the Proceedings of the 8th IEEE Workshop on Applications of Computer
Vision (WACV 2007), Texas, USA, February 2007. c 2007 IEEE.
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On board lidars and radars have been used successfully in unmanned autonomous vehicles, extending their
versatility well beyond what was demonstrated in the
1990’s based on dynamic scene analysis of visible video
only. Most of the autonomous vehicles competing in the
recent DARPA Grand Challenge events used one or more
lidar sensors to augment the video imagery, demonstrating
intelligent navigation using fusion of multiple information
sources [3]. Autonomous navigation in city traffic with
weather, signals, vehicles, pedestrians, and construction
will be more challenging.
Effective performance in persistent tracking of people
and objects for navigation, surveillance, or forensic behavior analysis applications require robust capabilities that
are scalable to changing environmental conditions and
external constraints (ie visibility, camouflage, contraband,
security, etc.) [4]. For example, monitoring the barrier
around sensitive facilities such as chemical or nuclear
plants will require using multiple sensors in addition to a
network of (visible) video cameras. Both infrared cameras
and laser-scanner based lidar have been used to successfully enhance the overall effectiveness of such systems.
In crowds or busy traffic areas even though it may be
impractical to monitor and track each person individually,
information fusion that characterizes objects of interest
can significantly improve throughput. Airport surveillance
systems using high resolution infrared/thermal video of
people can extract invisible biometric signatures to characterize individuals or tight groups, and use these shortterm multispectral blob signatures to resolve cluttered
regions in difficult video segmentation tasks.
This paper presents a new moving object detection
and tracking system for surveillance applications using
fusion of visible and infrared information. A preliminary
version of the paper has been published in [5]. Infrared
imagery is less sensitive to illumination related problems
such as uneven lighting, moving cast shadows or sudden
illumination changes (i.e. cloud movements) that cause
false detections, missed objects, shape deformations, false
merges etc. in visible imagery. But use of infrared imagery
alone often results in poor performance since generally these sensors produce imagery with low signal-to-
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more efficiently, thus produce less noisy and more spatially coherent motion segmentation results compared to
classical optical flow methods [7]. The flux tensor is
more efficient in comparison to the 3D grayscale structure
tensor since motion information is more directly incorporated in the flux calculation which is less expensive
than computing eigenvalue decompositions as with the
3D grayscale structure tensor.
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Object Properties
& Trajectories
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Refined Trajectories

Figure 1:

Multi-spectral data fusion system for persistent object tracking.

noise ratio, uncalibrated white-black polarity changes,
and ”halo effect” around hot or cold objects [6]. ”Hot
spot” techniques that detect moving objects by identifying
bright regions in infrared imagery are inadequate in the
general case, because the assumption that the objects
of interest, people and moving cars are much hotter
than the surrounding is not always true. The proposed
system illustrated in Figure 1 is summarized below. A
new efficient motion detection algorithm referred to as
the flux tensor is used to detect moving objects in
infrared video without requiring background modeling
or contour extraction. The object segmentation algorithm
uses level set-based geodesic active contour evolution
that incorporates the fusion of visible color and infrared
edge information. Touching or overlapping objects are
further refined during the segmentation process using an
appropriate shape-based model. Multiple object tracking
module resolves frame-to-frame object correspondences,
cluster trajectory analysis extension handles groups of
objects and occlusion events.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II motion
detection using a flux tensor framework is explored. In
Section III motion constrained object segmentation using
geodesic active contours is discussed. In Section IV edge
based video sensor fusion within a level set based active
contour framework is explored. In Section V shape-based
refinement of the object masks is presented. In Section VI
multiple object tracking using correspondence graphs and
its extention to handle groups of objects and occlusion
events are described. Section VII presents the results,
Section VIII offers the concluding remarks.
II. M OTION D ETECTION U SING A F LUX T ENSOR
F RAMEWORK
Motion blob detection is performed using our novel
flux tensor method which is an extension to 3D grayscale
structure tensor. Both the grayscale structure tensor and
the proposed flux tensor use spatio-temporal consistency
© 2007 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

A. 3D Structure Tensors
Structure tensors are a matrix representation of partial
derivative information. As they allow both orientation
estimation and image structure analysis they have many
applications in image processing and computer vision. 2D
structure tensors have been widely used in edge/corner
detection and texture analysis, 3D structure tensors have
been used in low-level motion estimation and segmentation [7], [8].
Under the constant illumination model, the optic-flow
(OF) equation of a spatiotemporal image volume I(x)
centered at location x = [x, y, t] is given by Eq. 1 [9]
where, v(x) = [vx , vy , vt ] is the optic-flow vector at x,
dI(x)
dt

∂I(x)
∂I(x)
∂I(x)
vt
vy +
vx +
∂t
∂y
∂x
= ∇IT (x) v(x) = 0
(1)

=

and v(x) is estimated by minimizing Eq. 1 over a local
3D image patch Ω(x, y), centered at x. Note that vt is
not 1 since spatio-temporal orientation vectors will be
computed. Using Lagrange multipliers, a corresponding
error functional els (x) to minimize Eq. 1 using a leastsquares error measure can be written as Eq. 2 where
W (x, y) is a spatially invariant weighting function (e.g.,
Gaussian) that emphasizes the image gradients near the
central pixel [8].
Z
2
els (x) =
∇IT (y) v(x) W (x, y) dy
Ω(x,y)


T
+λ 1 − v(x) v(x)
(2)
Assuming a constant v(x) within the neighborhood
Ω(x, y) and differentiating els (x) to find the minimum,
leads to the standard eigenvalue problem (Eq. 3) for
solving v̂(x) the best estimate of v(x),
J(x, W) v̂(x) = λ v̂(x)

(3)

The 3D structure tensor matrix J(x, W) for the spatiotemporal volume centered at x can be written in
expanded matrix form, without the spatial filter W (x, y)
and the positional terms shown for clarity, as Eq. 4.
R ∂I ∂I
R ∂I ∂I

 R ∂I ∂I
dy
dy
dy
Ω ∂x ∂t
Ω ∂x ∂y
Ω ∂x ∂x


R ∂I ∂I
R ∂I ∂I

 R ∂I ∂I


dy
dy
dy
J =  Ω ∂y ∂x
Ω ∂y ∂t
Ω ∂y ∂y



R ∂I ∂I
R ∂I ∂I
R ∂I ∂I
dy
dy
dy
Ω ∂t ∂t
Ω ∂t ∂y
Ω ∂t ∂x
(4)
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As seen from Eq. 10, the elements of the flux tensor incorporate information about temporal gradient changes which
leads to efficient discrimination between stationary and
moving image features. Thus the trace of the flux tensor
matrix which can be compactly written and computed as,
Z
∂
(11)
|| ∇I||2 dy
trace(JF ) =
Ω ∂t

A typical approach in motion detection is to threshold
trace(J) (Eq. 5); but this results in ambiguities in
distinguishing responses arising from stationary versus
moving features (e.g., edges and junctions with and without motion), since trace(J) incorporates total gradient
change information but fails to capture the nature of these
gradient changes (i.e. spatial only versus temporal).
Z
trace(J) =
||∇I||2 dy
(5)

and can be directly used to classify moving and nonmoving regions without the need for expensive eigenvalue
decompositions. If motion vectors are needed then Eq. 8
can be minimized to get v̂(x) using

Ω

To resolve this ambiguity and to classify the video regions
experiencing motion, the eigenvalues and the associated
eigenvectors of J are usually analyzed [10], [11]. However eigenvalue decompositions at every pixel is computationally expensive especially if real time performance is
required.

JF (x, W) v̂(x) = λ v̂(x)

In this approach the eigenvectors need to be calculated at
just moving feature points.

B. Flux Tensors
In order to reliably detect only the moving structures
without performing expensive eigenvalue decompositions,
the concept of the flux tensor is proposed. Flux tensor is
the temporal variations of the optical flow field within the
local 3D spatiotemporal volume.
Computing the second derivative of Eq. 1 with respect
to t, Eq. 6 is obtained where, a(x) = [ax , ay , at ] is the
acceleration of the image brightness located at x.


∂ 2 I(x)
∂ 2 I(x)
∂ 2 I(x)
∂ dI(x)
vt
vy +
vx +
=
∂t2
∂y∂t
∂x∂t
dt
∂t
∂I(x)
∂I(x)
∂I(x)
at (6)
ay +
ax +
+
∂t
∂y
∂x
which can be written in vector notation as,
∂∇IT (x)
∂
v(x) + ∇IT (x) a(x)
(∇IT (x)v(x)) =
∂t
∂t
(7)
Using the same approach for deriving the classic 3D
structure, minimizing Eq. 6 assuming a constant velocity model and subject to the normalization constraint
||v(x)|| = 1 leads to Eq. 8,
2

Z
∂(∇IT (y)
F
v(x)
W (x, y) dy
els (x) =
∂t
Ω(x,y)


T
+λ 1 − v(x) v(x) (8)

Assuming a constant velocity model in the neighborhood
Ω(x, y), results in the acceleration experienced by the
brightness pattern in the neighborhood Ω(x, y) to be zero
at every pixel. As with its 3D structure tensor counterpart
J in Eq. 4, the 3D flux tensor JF using Eq. 8 can be
written as
Z
∂
∂
JF (x, W) =
W (x, y) ∇I(x) · ∇IT (x)dy (9)
∂t
∂t
Ω
and in expanded matrix form as Eq. 10.
2 R ˘
Ω

6
6 R
6
JF = 6 Ω
6
4
R

∂2 I
∂x∂t

¯2

dy

∂2 I ∂2 I
∂y∂t ∂x∂t

dy

∂2 I ∂2 I
dy
Ω ∂t2 ∂x∂t

∂2 I ∂2 I
dy
Ω ∂x∂t ∂y∂t

R

R ˘
Ω

R

∂2 I
∂y∂t

¯2

dy

∂2 I ∂2 I
dy
Ω ∂t2 ∂y∂t
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R

∂2 I ∂2 I
dy
Ω ∂x∂t ∂t2

∂2 I ∂2 I
dy
Ω ∂y∂t ∂t2

R

R ˘ ∂ 2 I ¯2
Ω

∂t2

dy
(10)

(12)

3
7
7
7
7
7
5

C. Flux Tensor Implementation
To detect motion
blobs, only the trace of flux tensor
R
∂
∇I||2 dy needs to be computed.
trace(JF ) = Ω(y) || ∂t
That requires computation of Ixt , Iyt and Itt and the
integration of squares of Ixt , Iyt , Itt over the area Ω(y).
The following notation is adopted for simplicity:

Ixt =

∂2I
,
∂x∂t

Iyt =

∂2I
,
∂y∂t

Itt =

∂2I
∂t∂t

(13)

The calculation of the derivatives is implemented as
convolutions with a filter kernel. By using separable
filters, the convolutions are decomposed into a cascade
of 1D convolutions. For numerical stability as well as
noise reduction, a smoothing filter is applied to the dimensions that are not convolved with a derivative filter e.g.
calculation of Ixt requires smoothing in y-direction, and
calculation of Iyt requires smoothing in x-direction. Itt is
the second derivative in temporal direction; the smoothing
is applied in both spatial directions. As smoothing and
derivative filters, optimized filter sets presented by Scharr
et. al. in [12], [13] are used.
The integration is also implemented as an averaging
filter decomposed into three 1D filters. As a result,
calculation of trace at each pixel location requires three
1D convolutions for derivatives and three 1D convolutions
for averages in the corresponding spatio-temporal cubes.
A brute-force implementation where spatial and temporal filters are applied for each pixel separately within
a spatio-temporal neighborhood would be computationally very expensive since it would have to recalculate
the convolutions for neighboring pixels. For an efficient
implementation, the spatial (x and y) convolutions are
separated from the temporal convolutions, and the 1D
convolutions are applied to the whole frames one at a
time. This minimizes the redundancy of computations and
allows reuse of intermediate results.
The spatial convolutions required to calculate Ixt , Iyt
and Itt are Ixs , Isy and Iss where s represents the
smoothing filter. Each frame of the input sequence is
first convolved with two 1D filters, either a derivative
filter in one direction and a smoothing filter in the other
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direction, or a smoothing filter in both directions. These
intermediate results are stored as frames to be used in
temporal convolutions, and pointers to these frames are
stored in a First In First Out (FIFO) buffer of size
nF IF O = nDt + nAt − 1 where nDt is the length of
the temporal derivative filter and nAt is the length of
the temporal averaging filter. For each input frame, three
frames Ixs , Isy and Iss are calculated and stored. Once
nDt frames are processed and stored, FIFO has enough
frames for the calculation of the temporal derivatives
Ixt , Iyt and Itt . Since averaging is distributive over
2
2
2
addition, Ixt
+ Iyt
+ Itt
is computed first and spatial
averaging is applied to this result and stored in the FIFO
structure to be used in the temporal part of averaging.
Once flux tensor trace of nAt frames are computed,
temporal averaging is applied. Motion mask FGM is
obtained by thresholding and post-processing averaged
flux tensor trace. Post-processing include morphological
operations to join fragmented objects and to fill holes.
III. M OTION C ONSTRAINED O BJECT S EGMENTATION
U SING G EODESIC ACTIVE C ONTOURS
Motion blob detection produces a coarse motion mask
FGM as described in Section II-B. Each pixel of an
infrared image frame IIR (x , t) is classified as moving
or stationary by thresholding trace of the corresponding
flux tensor matrix trace(JF ) and a motion blob mask
FGM (t) is obtained.
Two problems with motion blob detection are: (1)
holes: motion detection produces holes inside slow moving homogeneous objects, because of the aperture problem. (2) inaccurate object boundaries: motion blobs are
larger than the corresponding moving objects, because
these regions actually correspond to the union of the
moving object locations in the temporal window, rather
than the region occupied in the current frame. Beside
inaccurate object boundaries this may lead to merging
of neighboring object masks and consequently to false
trajectory merges and splits at the tracking stage.
Motion constrained object segmentation module refines
the coarse FGM (t) obtained through flux tensors by using
fusion of multi-spectral image information and motion
information, in a level set based geodesic active contours
framework. Using mathematical morphology, holes in the
motion blobs (disjoint foreground regions in FGM ) are
filled. Geodesic active contours are started from the motion blob boundaries and evolved toward moving object
boundaries defined by fusion of visible and infrared edges.
Contour evolution results in tighter object contours
and separates most of the merged neighboring objects.
Obtained object masks are further refined using shape information. Since the geodesic active contour segmentation
relies on edges between background and foreground rather
than the color or intensity differences such as in [14] ,
the method is more stable and robust across very different appearances, non-homogeneous backgrounds and
foregrounds. Starting the active contour evolution from
© 2007 ACADEMY PUBLISHER
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the motion segmentation results prevents early stopping
of the contour on local non-foreground edges.
The motion constrained object segmentation process
is summarized in Algorithm 1, level set based geodesic
active contours, computation of edge indicator functions,
shape-based segmentation refinement process are elaborated in the Sections III-A, IV, and V respectively.

Algorithm 1 Object Segmentation Algorithm
Input : Visible image sequence IRGB (x , t), infrared image sequence
IIR (x , t), foreground mask sequence FGM (x , t) with NM (t)
regions
Output : Refined foreground (binary) mask sequence FGR (x , t) with
NR (t) regions
1: for each time t do
2:
Compute edge indicator functions gIR (x , t) and gRGB (x , t)
from infrared IIR (x , t) and visible IRGB (x , t) images.
3:
Fuse gIR (x , t) and gRGB (x , t) into a single edge indicator
function gF (x , t).
4:
Initialize refined mask, FGR (t) ← 0
5:
Identify disjoint regions Ri (t) in FGM (t) using connected
component analysis.
6:
for each region Ri (t) {i = 1, 2, ...NM (t)} in FGM (t) do
7:
Fill holes in Ri (t) using morphological operations.
8:
Initialize geodesic active contour level sets Ci (t) using
contour of Ri (t).
9:
Evolve Ci (t) using gF (t) as edge stopping function.
10:
Check stopping/convergence condition to subpartition
Ri (t)
=
{Ri,0 (t), Ri,1 (t), ..., Ri,NR (t) (t)} into
i
NRi (t) ≥ 1 foreground regions and one background region
Ri,0 (t) .
11:
Refine mask FGR using foreground partitions as
FGR = FGR ∪ Ri,j ; j = 1 : NRi (t)
12:
end for// NM (t) regions
13: end for// T f rames

A. Level Set Based Geodesic Active Contours
Active contours evolve/deform a curve C, subject to
constraints from a given image. Active contours are
classified as parametric [15], [16] or geometric [17]–[19]
according to their representation. Parametric active contours (i.e. classical snakes) are represented explicitly as
parametrized curves in a Lagrangian formulation, geometric active contours are implicitly represented as level sets
[20] and evolve according to an Eulerian formulation [21].
Main advantages of level set based active contours over
parametric active contours are computational simplicity
and topological flexibility.
In this module level set based geodesic active contours
[19] are used to refine motion blobs obtained using flux
tensor method (Section II-B). These contours are topologically flexible and are effectively tuned to edge/contour
information. Topological flexibility is critical in order
to recover individual objects, because during the coarse
motion segmentation, neighboring objects may have been
merged into a single motion blob.
In level set based active contour methods the curve C
is represented implicitly via a Lipschitz function φ by
C = {(x, y)|φ(x, y) = 0}, and the evolution of the curve
is given by the zero-level curve of the function φ(t, x, y).
Evolving C in a normal direction with speed F amounts
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to solving the differential equation [14],
∂φ
= |∇φ|F ; φ(0, x, y) = φ0 (x, y)
(14)
∂t
In [17]–[19] geodesic active contour evolution is formulated as Eq. 15

∂φ
= gF (I)(c + K(φ))|∇φ| + ∇φ · ∇gF (I)
(15)
∂t
where gF (I) is the fused edge stopping function (Eq. 27),
c is a constant, and K is the curvature term,


φxx φ2y − 2φx φy φxy + φyy φ2x
∇φ
=
K = div
3
|∇φ|
(φ2x + φ2y ) 2
(16)
The force (c + K) acts as the internal force in the
classical energy based snake model. The constant velocity
c pushes the curve inwards or outwards depending on
its sign (inwards in our case). The regularization term
K ensures boundary smoothness. The external image
dependent force gF (I) (Section IV) is the fused edge
indicator function and is used to stop the curve evolution
at visible or infrared object boundaries. The term ∇gF ·
∇φ introduced in [19] is used to increase the basin of
attraction for evolving the curve to the boundaries of
the objects and to pull back the contour if it passes the
boundary [21].
The level set function φ is initialized with the signed
distance function of the motion blob contours (FGM ) and
evolved using the geodesic active contour speed function
Eq. 15 with edge stopping function gF (I) which fuses
information from visible and infrared imageries. Formulation of edge stopping function and fusion of information
from visible and infrared imageries are elaborated in the
next section.

IV. V IDEO S ENSOR F USION C OMBINING V ISIBLE AND
I NFRARED E DGE I NFORMATION
Contour feature or edge indicator functions are used
to guide and stop the evolution of the geodesic active
contour when it arrives at the object boundaries. The
edge indicator function is a decreasing function of the
image gradient that rapidly goes to zero along edges and
is higher elsewhere.
The magnitude of the gradient of the infrared image is
used to construct an edge indicator function gIR as shown
below where Gσ (x, y) ∗ IIR (x, y) is the infrared image
smoothed with a Gaussian filter,
gIR (IIR ) = exp(−|∇Gσ (x, y) ∗ IIR (x, y)|)

(17)

Although the spatial gradient for single channel images
lead to well defined edge operators, edge detection
in multi-channel images (i.e. color edge strength) is
not straight forward to generalize since gradients in
different channels can have inconsistent orientations. In
[22], Ruzon and Tomasi classify color edge detection
algorithms into three categories based on when the
individual channel responses are fused: (1) output fusion
methods, (2) multi-dimensional gradient methods, and (3)
© 2007 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

vector methods. In output fusion methods gray-scale edge
detection is carried out in each channel independently
then combined using methods such as weighted sum.
Multi-dimensional gradient methods estimate a single
estimate of the orientation and strength of an edge at
a point. In vector methods, color information is treated
as a vector through the whole process of edge detection
such as in the case of edge detection based on vector
order statistics [23], [24].
1) Tensor-based Color Edge Indicator Functions:
Color edge indicator functions in this work are based
on multi-dimensional gradient methods. The main
issue in multi-dimensional gradient methods is the
combination of the individual channel gradients into a
final multi-dimensional gradient. Simple methods use
operations such as sum, weighted sum, max, min etc.
to produce the final multi-dimensional/color gradients.
But the summation of the individual channel gradients
discard the correlation between the channels and may
result in cancellation effects [25]. Pioneering work on
how to combine the gradients of each channel is done by
DiZenzo [26] who considered the multi-channel image
as a vector field and computed the tensor gradient.
Tensor based methods have since been used in various
color feature detection algorithms. And many paper
study and extend scale and affine invariance [27], [28] or
photometric invariance [29] [30] of these features. More
information on color features and multi-channel gradients
can be found in [25] [22] [31]–[33]. Two types of tensors
particularly important for multi-dimensional/color
gradients are 2D color structure tensor and Beltrami
color metric tensor explored below.
2D Color Structure Tensor:
The 2D color structure tensor is defined in Eq.18. Many
color feature detectors [34]–[36] can be related to the
eigenvalues of the color structure tensor matrix JC (Eq.
19). Since these eigenvalues are correlated with the local
image properties of edgeness and cornerness i.e. λ1 >> 0,
λ2 ≈ 0 and λ1 ≈ λ2 >> 0 respectively. Some local
descriptors that can be obtained from the two eigenvalues
Eq. 19 derived from the 2D color structure tensor are
summarized in Table I [25].





JC = 




2

X



X

∂Ii ∂Ii
∂x ∂y

i=R,G,B

i=R,G,B

∂Ii
∂x


∂Ii ∂Ii
∂x ∂y 

i=R,G,B

 (18)



2

X
∂Ii

∂y
X

i=R,G,B

1
(JC (1, 1) + JC (2, 2)
2
p
± (JC (1, 1) − JC (2, 2))2 + (2JC (1, 2))2 )
λ1,2 =

(19)
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λ1 + λ2
λ1
λ1 − λ2
λ2
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total local derivative energy
derivative energy in the most prominent direction
line energy
amount of energy orthogonal to the prominent local
orientation

TABLE I.: Local descriptors that can be obtained from
the two eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 derived from the 2D color
structure tensor [25].

Beltrami Color Metric Tensor:
The Beltrami color metric tensor operator for a 2D color
image defines a metric on a two-dimensional manifold
{x, y, R(x, y), G(x, y), B(x, y)} in the five-dimensional
spatial-spectral space {x, y, R, G, B}. The color metric
tensor is defined in Eq. 20 and reformulated as a function
of the 2D color structure tensor in Eq. 21 where I2
is the 2 × 2 identity matrix and JC is the 2D color
structure tensor. The magnitude of E can be considered
as a generalization of the gradient magnitude, and det(E)
can be taken as the edge indicator function [37]–[39].


X



∂Ii
∂x

 1+

i=R,G,B

E =


X ∂Ii ∂Ii

∂x ∂y

2

i=R,G,B

X

∂Ii ∂Ii
∂x ∂y





i=R,G,B



X  ∂Ii 2 

1+
∂y
i=R,G,B
(20)

E = I2 + JC

(21)

The Beltrami color edge stopping function can then be
defined as,
gRGB (IRGB ) = exp(−abs(det(E)))

(22)

= Beltrami(IRGB )
= 1 + trace(JC ) + det(JC )
= 1 + (λ1 + λ2 ) + λ1 λ2

(23)

det(E)

where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of JC .
Comparison of Color Feature Detectors:
Several common color (edge/corner) feature indicator
functions were evaluated for comparison purposes, including Harris [34], Shi-Tomasi [35], Cumani [36] feature
detectors and determinant of the Beltrami metric tensor
[39].
The Harris operator (Eq. 24) [34] uses the parameter k
to tune edge versus corner responses (i.e. k → 0 responds
primarily to corners).
Harris(IRGB )

= det(JC ) − k trace2 (JC )
= λ1 λ2 − k(λ1 + λ2 )2

(24)

The Shi-Tomasi operator (Eq. 25) [35] responds strongly
to corners and filters out most edges (since one of the
eigenvalues is nearly zero along edges). This is not suitable for a geodesic active contour edge stopping function.
ShiT omasi(IRGB ) = min(λ1 , λ2 )
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(25)

(a) Beltrami color features

(c) Shi-Tomasi
min(λ1 , λ2 )

color

(b) Harris color features (k=0.5)

features (d) Cumani
max(λ1 , λ2 )

color

features

Figure 2: Color features for frame #1256 obtained using
Beltrami, Harris, Shi-Tomasi, and Cumani operators.

The Cumani operator (Eq. 26) [36] responds nicely to
both edges and corners.
Cumani(IRGB ) = max(λ1 , λ2 )

(26)

Although any robust accurate color edge response
function can be used, the determinant of the Beltrami
color tensor [39] has been selected for our application
based on its robustness and speed. The best operators
for the geodesic active contour edge stopping functions
will respond to all salient contours in the image. In our
experiments, as shown in Figure 2, the Beltrami color
(edge) features was the most suitable function and is
fast to compute. The Harris operator misses some salient
contours around the pedestrians, the Shi-Tomasi operator
responds primarily to corners and is not suitable as an
edge stopping function, the Cumani operator produces
a contour map that is nearly the same as the Beltrami
color metric tensor map but is slightly more expensive to
compute.
2) Fusion of Infrared and Color Edge Indicator Functions: Edge indicator functions obtained from infrared imagery and visible color imagery can be fused using various
methods such as weighted sum or tensor-based fusion (i.e.
infrared imagery can be considered as a fourth channel
and the metric tensor in Eq. 18 can be defined in the sixdimensional spatial-spectral space {x, y, R, G, B, IR}).
The fusion should satisfy two conditions: (1) fused edge
stopping function gF (x, y) should respond to the strongest
edge at location (x, y) in either IR or visible imagery,
and (2) infrared imagery should have more weight in
the final decision than any single channel of the visible
imagery, since moving infrared edges are highly salient
for tracking. In order to satisfy these conditions and not
to miss any infrared edges, independent of the gradients
in the visible channels, the min statistic Eq. 27 is used as
the fusion operator. The fused edge stopping function gF
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is defined as the minimum of the two normalized (0, 1)
edge stopping functions gIR (x, y), and gRGB (x, y),

M1 ⊕ se2

V. S HAPE - BASED S EGMENTATION R EFINEMENT
Evolving geodesic active contours from motion blob
boundaries toward object boundaries defined by fusion
of visible and infrared edges results in tighter object
contours and separates most of the merged neighboring
objects. But non-foreground edges such as background
edges or shadow/illumination boundaries may result in
early stopping of the active contours. Or close neighboring
objects may lack non-edge spacing between them where
the active contour can move. In such cases geodesic active
contours result in under-segmentation of object clusters.
Shape-based segmentation refinement breaks clusters in
the refined foreground mask FGR based on shape information. Shape-based refinement relies on an ”ellipse like”
shape model for people. Regions where people join are
narrower compared to the size of the individual people
that form the group/cluster.
The process is illustrated in Figure 3, summarized in
Algorithm 2 and elaborated in the following paragraphs.

Algorithm 2 Shape-based Segmentation Refinement Algorithm
Input : R ∈ FGR (x , t) // Disjoint region in refined foreground mask
Output : Ri ’s (R = ∪i=1:n Ri , n ≥ 1) // Sub-regions in R
1: RE = R ⊖ se1 // erode the region
2: L = Label(RE ) // apply connected component labeling
3: Mi ← Disjoint Regions in RE , RE = ∪Mi // disjoint regions in
RE will be used as markers
4: if if (#Mi′ s ≤ 1) then
5:
Return R // keep R intact
6: else
7:
for each Mi ∈ RE do
8:
Pi = (Mi ⊕ se2 ) ∩ F GR , se2 > se1 // conditional dilation
of the markers/parts
9:
end for P
10:
Rrec =
Pi
11:
Separators ← 0
12:
Separators(Rrec > 1) ← 1 // overlapped regions are
locations where the object should be splitted
13:
Split ← V alidateSplit(R, Separators)
14:
if if (Split == 0) then
15:
Return R // keep R intact
16:
else
17:
R(Separators == 1) ← 0
18:
Ri ← Disjoint Regions in R
19:
Return Ri ’s
20:
end if
21: end if
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M1 ⊕ se2 M2 ⊕ se2
R1

M1

gF (IR, RGB, x, y) = min{gIR (x, y), gRGB (x, y)}
(27)
This fusion method ensures that the curve evolution
stops where there is an edge in the visible imagery or in
the infrared imagery. min fusion operator handles cases
where the visible RGB appearance of the moving object
is similar to the background but there is a distinct infrared
signature, and when the background and foreground have
similar infrared signatures but distinct visible appearances.

M2 ⊕ se2

R

R

R2

M2

Separator

Figure 3:

Shape-based segmentation refinement. R: original region/cluster,
M1,2 : marker regions obtained by eroding R, M1,2 ⊕ se2 : dilated markers,
R1,2 : final segmentation.

Each disjoint region R of the refined mask FGR is
eroded and a set of markers (disjoint regions) is obtained.
If R is a compact ellipse like region the erosion results
in a single marker, no further processing is done and R
is returned intact. If R contains narrow regions possibly
corresponding to locations where people join, erosion
removes those regions and the process results in n > 1
marker regions. R is partitioned using a process similar to
morphological reconstruction. An n-layer image is allocated and each marker Mi is assigned to a layer. Similar
to morphological reconstruction, successive conditional
dilations (Eq. 28) are applied to the marker regions Mi ’s
(dilation is constrained to lie within the initial mask
F GR ). While in reconstruction the process is stopped
when the dilations cease to change, here the process
is stopped when the dilated markers overlap with each
other and the overlap regions are identified as partition
separators.
Pi = (Mi ⊕ se2 ) ∩ F GR
(28)
Unlike morphological opening this reconstruction operation separates the objects but does not deteriorate their
shapes. To avoid false fragmentation, validity of the partitioning is checked using an heuristic based on maximum,
minimum, and relative sizes of the obtained partitions.
VI. M ULTI - OBJECT T RACKING U SING O BJECT
C ORRESPONDENCE G RAPHS
Moving object tracking is a fundamental step in the
analysis of object behaviors [40]. Persistence in tracking is of particular importance for long term behavior analysis. Moving objects can be tracked implicitly
i.e. through contour evolution [41] or explicitly through
correspondence analysis. Active contour-based tracking
methods track objects by evolving their contours dynamically in successive frames [40]. They provide an
effective description of the tracked objects, but are highly
sensitive to initialization and unless an additional reinitialization step such (e.g. feature-based re-initialization
in [42]) is included to the process, they can not handle
large displacements. Therefore, while active contours are
used in the object segmentation stage (Section III), the
proposed system adopts an explicit region correspondence
based tracking algorithm that is able to handle larger
object displacements.
The tracking module outlined in Algorithm 3 is an
extension of our previous works in [43]–[45]. Object-toobject matching (correspondence) is performed using a
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Algorithm 3 Tracking Algorithm

Algorithm 4 Cluster Trajectory Analysis

Input : Image sequence I(x , t), and refined foreground mask sequence FGR (x , t)
Output : Trajectories and Temporal Object Statistics

Input : Merged trajectory segment TM, parent and child trajectory
segments TP(1: np ), TC(1: np ).
Output : Individual trajectory segments TS(1: np ), updated parent
and child trajectory segments TP(1: np ), TC(1: np ).

1: for each frame I(x , t) at time t do
2:
Use the refined foreground mask, FGR (t) from the motion
constrained object segmentation module.
3:
Partition FGR (t) into disjoint regions using connected component analysis FGR (t) = {R1 (t), R2 (t), . . . , RNR (t)} that
ideally correspond to NR individual moving objects.
4:
for each region Ri (t) {i = 1, 2, ...NR (t)} in FGR (t) do
5:
Extract blob centroid, area, bounding box, support map etc.
6:
Arrange region information in an object correspondence
graph OGR . Nodes in the graph represent objects Ri (t),
while edges represent object correspondences.
7:
Search for potential object matches in consecutive frames
using multi-stage overlap distance DMOD .
8:
Update OGR by linking nodes that correspond to objects in
frame I(x , t) with nodes of potential corresponding objects
in frame I(x , t − 1). Associate the confidence value of each
match, CM (i, j) with each link.
9:
end for
10: end for
11: Trace links in the object correspondence graph OGR to generate
moving object trajectories.

multi-stage overlap distance DMOD , which consists of
three distinct distance functions for three different ranges
of object motion as described in [44].
Correspondence information is arranged in an acyclic
directed graph OGR . Trajectory-Segments are formed by
tracing the links of OGR and grouping ”inner” nodes
that have a single parent and a single child. For each
Trajectory-Segment, parent and children segments are
identified and a label is assigned. Segment labels encapsulate connectivity information and are assigned using a
method similar to connected component labeling. Events
such as appearance, disappearance, split and merge are
also identified in this stage based on the number of parent
and child segments.
Trajectory segment generation is followed by trajectory
segment filtering and cluster trajectory analysis. Trajectory segment filtering prunes spurious trajectory segments
based on features such as object size, trajectory length,
displacement, and duration, or other spatio-temporal measures [43]. Factors such as under-segmentation, group
interactions, partial or full occlusions result in temporary
merging of individual object trajectories. Cluster trajectory analysis module resolves these merge-split events
where np parent trajectory segments TPs, temporarily
merge into a single trajectory segment TM, then split into
nc child trajectory segments TCs, and recovers individual
object trajectories TS s. Currently only symmetric cases

parent − nodes
Predict
X(to )
(Kalman Filter)
X(t − 1)

markers(t)

X̂(t)

Project
Sub−node Masks

Update

Figure 4:

Segment Merged Node
(Watershed Transform)

sub − nodes(t)

Cluster segmentation using Kalman filter and watershed segmenta-

tion.
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1: Initialize state matrix X(t0 ) consisting of position and velocity
informations for each individual trajectory segments TS(1: np )
using the parent segments’ states, X(t0 ) ← TP(1: np ). states
2: for each node TM. node(t) of the merged segment do
3:
Predict using Kalman filter [48] X̂(t), the estimated state
matrix of the trajectory segments TS(1: np ) corresponding to
individual objects in the object cluster, from the previous states
X(t − 1).
4:
Project masks of the sub-nodes TS(1: np ). node(t-1) from the
previous frame, to the predicted positions on the current merged
node TM. node(t), and use these projected masks as markers
for the watershed segmentation.
5:
Using watershed segmentation algorithm and the markers
obtained through motion compensated projections of the
sub-nodes from the previous frame, segment the merged
node TM. node(t) corresponding to a cluster of objects
into a set of sub-nodes corresponding to individual objects
TS(i). node(t), i = 1 : np .
6:
Use refined positions of the sub-nodes obtained after watershed
segmentation to update the corresponding states X(t).
7: end for
8: Update object correspondence graph OGR by including sub-node
informations such as new support maps, centroids, areas etc.
9: Update individual trajectory segments’s parent and children links
(TS(1: np ). parents,TS(1: np ). children), parent segments’ children links (TP(1: np ). children), and children segments’ parent
links (TC(1: np ). parents) by matching TSs to TPs and TCs.
10: Propagate parent segments’ labels to the associated subsegments, which are subsequently propagated to their children
(TP(1: np ). label → TS(1: np ). label → TC(1: np ). label ).

where np = nc are considered.
Most occlusion resolution methods rely heavily on
appearance. But for far-view video, elaborate appearancebased models cannot be used since objects are small and
not enough support is available for such models. Prediction and cluster segmentation is used to recover individual
trajectories. Rather than predicting individual trajectories
for the merged objects from the parent trajectories alone,
at each time step, object clusters are segmented, new
measurements are obtained, and object states are updated.
This reduces error accumulation particularly for long
lasting merges that become more frequent in persistent
object tracking.
Segmentation of the object clusters into individual
objects is done using a marker-controlled watershed segmentation algorithm applied to the object cluster masks
[46], [47]. The use of markers prevents over-segmentation
and enables incorporation of segmentation results from
the previous frame. The cluster segmentation process
is shown in Figure 4 and the overall cluster trajectory
analysis process is summarized in Algorithm 4, where X
indicates state matrix that consists of a temporal sequence
of position and velocity information for each individual
object segment, and X̂ indicates estimated state matrix.
VII. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
The proposed system is tested on thermal/color video
sequence pairs from OTCBVS dataset collection [49].
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Figure 5: Flux tensor based motion detection results. Top three rows: visible image, IR image, flux tensor trace for
OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:1 frames #8,#432,#836,#1254,#1740. Flux tensor based motion detection results.
Bottom three rows: visible image, IR image, flux tensor trace for OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:4 frames
#20,#124,#294,#1722,#3000. Averaging window size nAt = 7, derivative filter length nDt = 5. Flux response is
scaled for improved print visibility.

Data consists of 8-bit grayscale bitmap thermal images,
and 24-bit color bitmap images of 320 x 240 pixels. Images were sampled approximately at 30Hz. and registered
using homography with manually-selected points. Thermal sequences were captured using a Raytheon PalmIR
250D sensor, color sequences were captured using a Sony
TRV87 Handycam.
Figure 5 shows flux tensor trace for sample frames in
OTCBVS sequences 3:1 and 3:4. While both IR image
sequences particularly sequence 3:1 contain non-moving
hot/bright regions such as part of the ground, roof tops,
windows, lamp post etc., flux tensor trace successfully
identifies only the moving pedestrians. Higher responses
are produced for the object boundaries, and inside of the
larger objects contain holes due to aperture problem.
© 2007 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

Figure 6 shows different moving object detection results. MoG refers to the background estimation and
subtraction method by mixture of Gaussians [50] [51].
Flux refers to the flux tensor method presented in Section
II. The parameters for the mixture of gaussians (MoG)
method are selected as follows: number of distributions
K = 4, distribution match threshold Tmatch = 2.0,
background threshold T = 70%, learning rate α = 0.02.
The parameters for the flux tensor method use a neighborhood size W = 9, and trace threshold T = 4. Visible
imagery (Figure 6c) is very sensitive to moving shadows
and illumination changes. Shadows (Figure 6c row 3)
can alter object shapes and can result in false detections.
Illumination changes due to cloud movements covers a
large portion of the ground (Figure 6c row 4) which
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(a) Original image RGB

(b) Original image IR
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(c) MoG on RGB

(d) MoG on IR

(e) Flux on IR

Figure 6: Moving object detection results for OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:1. Top to bottom frames #120,
#400,#1048,#1256.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Shape-based segmentation refinement results for OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:1 frames #408 (top) and
#1528 (bottom). a) edge stopping function, b) contours before shape-based refinement, green: flux tensor results, red:
contours refined using active contours, c) contours after shape-based refinement, green: flux tensor results, red: contours
refined using active contour evolution + shape-based refinement, d) mask after active contour evolution, e) mask after
active contour evolution + shape based refinement, f) partition separators.

results in many false moving object detections, making
detection and tracking of pedestrians nearly impossible.
As can be seen from Figures 6d,e infrared imagery is less
sensitive to illumination related problems. But infrared
imagery is more noisy compared to visible imagery and
suffers from ”halo” effects (Figure 6d). The flux tensor
method (Figure 6e) produces less noisy and more compact
foreground masks compared to pixel based background
subtraction methods such as MoG (Figure 6d), since
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it integrates temporal information from isotropic spatial
neighborhoods.
Figure 7 illustrates two sample cases where the shapebased segmentation refinement splits the pedestrian clusters, under-segmented during active contour evolution. In
the first case (top row), the two pedestrians walking sideby-side have no spacing between them where the geodesic
active contour can move. In the second case (bottom row),
the geodesic active contour stops early because of the
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(a)

(b)
(a) gRGB

(c)

(d)
(b) gIR

(e)

(f)

Figure 8: Level set based active contour evolution for
OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:1 frame #1256. Left:
Level set function φ(x, t), horizontal plane is zero level.
Right: Segmentation result superimposed on the original
image. Red and Green channels: original image, Blue
channel: fused edge stopping function gF (x, y), Red
contour: level set contour (φ(x, y) = 0).

background edges.
Figure 8 shows evolution of level set function φ(x, y)
and the resulting contour during object segmentation.
Level set evolution moves the contour from the motion
blob boundaries inwards toward actual object boundaries
defined by fusion of visible and infrared images. The
process results in tighter object boundaries, and individual
objects.
Figure 9 shows visible,IR and fused edge indicator
functions used in the object segmentation process. Figure
10 illustrates effects of contour refinement and fusion of
visible and infrared information. Level set based geodesic
active contours refine object boundaries and segment
object clusters into individual objects or smaller clusters
© 2007 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

(c) gF usion

Figure 9: Edge indicator functions for OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:1 frame #1256.

which is critical for persistent object tracking. When
used alone, both visible and infrared video result in total
or partial loss of moving objects (i.e. top left person
in Figure 10b due to low color contrast compared to
background, parts of top right person and legs in Figure
10c due to lack of infrared edges). A low level fusion of
the edge indicator functions shown in Figure 10d results
in a more complete mask, compared to just combining
visible and infrared foreground masks (i.e. legs of top
right and bottom persons). Figure 11 illustrates the effects
of contour refinement and merge resolution on object
trajectories. Level set based geodesic active contours can
separate clusters caused by under-segmentation (Figure
11a) but cannot segment individual objects during occlusions (Figure 11b). In those cases merge resolution
recovers individual trajectories using prediction and previous object states (Figure 11 second row). In occlusion
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(a) IR Flux
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(b) Visible

(a)

(c) Infrared

(d) Fusion

Figure 10: (a) Motion blob #2 in frame #1256 using IR
flux tensors. Refinement of blob #2 using (b) only visible
imagery, (c) only infrared imagery, (d) using fusion of
both visible and IR imagery.

events no single parameter (i.e. color, size, shape etc.) can
consistently resolve ambiguities in partitioning as evident
in Figure 11b first row.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a moving object detection and
tracking system based on the fusion of infrared and visible
imagery for persistent object tracking. Outdoor surveillance applications require robust systems due to wide area
coverage, shadows, cloud movements and background
activity. The proposed system fuses the information from
both visible and infrared imagery within a geodesic active
contour framework to achieve this robustness.
A new efficient motion detection algorithm referred to
as the flux tensor is used to detect moving objects in
infrared video without requiring background modeling or
contour extraction. The flux tensor-based motion detector
when applied to infrared video is more accurate than
thresholding ”hot-spots”, and is insensitive to shadows as
well as illumination changes in the visible channel. The
novel flux tensor also produces less noisy and more spatially coherent results compared to classical pixel based
background subtraction methods. The object segmentation
algorithm uses level set-based geodesic active contour
evolution that incorporates the fusion of visible color and
© 2007 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Merge resolution. Left to right: frames #41,
#56, and #91 in OTCBVS benchmark sequence 3:4. Top
row: motion constrained object extraction results. Flux
tensor results are marked in green, refined contours are
marked in red. Bottom row: object trajectories after merge
resolution.

infrared edge information in a novel manner and refines
the initial motion mask. Touching or overlapping objects
are further refined during the segmentation process using
an appropriate shape-based model.
Multiple object tracking using correspondence graphs
is extended to handle groups of objects and occlusion
events by Kalman filter-based cluster trajectory analysis
and watershed segmentation. The proposed object tracking algorithm was successfully tested on several difficult
outdoor multispectral videos from stationary sensors and
is not confounded by shadows or illumination variations.
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